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i:a.....,J..-\.s his own production continues unabated, 11 and the activities
>i hi:; students and sympathizers pick up steam, it is a duty and a privi
lOge to show gratitude for his initiative and inspiration.

liThe bibliography in Rabbi Breuer's two volume Fesrschrifr also lists his
:cmarkable achievements in the study of the MT and the cantillation tradition
lwamei ha~mikra). This work has implications for Breuer's approach to the issues
)Clanging to the "lower criticism" of the biblical text. which a1;"e not discussed
In the present volume. As an admirer ofRabbi Breuer I am pleased to note that,
by the time the Festschrifr appeared in print, his bibliography had already out
stripped the one there compiled.
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The Study of Bible and
the Primacy of the Fear

of Heaven: Compatibility
or Contradiction?

110rdechai Breuer

The topic assigned to me implies a possible contradiction between the
study of Bible and yirat shamayim (fear ofheaven) . The God-fearing stu
dent of rhe Bible must confront this presumed contradiction and seek
to resolve it. Failing to do 50, his wisdom will take precedence over his
piety; even worse: as the result of psychological conflict, the scholar in
him will undermine his piery and as one who is God-fearing he will
reject his scholarship.

To address the alleged contradiction we must first define the concepts
involved, the study of Bible, on the one hand, and yirat shamayim on
the other hand. Then we shall see whether a real conflict exists and if it
has a resolution. "Study of Bible," in our context, does not refer to the
type ofBible study familiar to the Jewish people from the day the Torah
was given. It is inconceivable that such Bible study could detract from
one's yirat shamayim. To the contrary: not only is Torah study valuable
because it leads to moral and religious action, but a strong grounding in
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all the areas of jewish study, Bible, Mishnah, jewish Law and Midrash,
is essential to sustain the fear of God. The kind of study under scrutiny
is that which has appeared in recent centuries, beginning with jean
Astruc, maintaining that the Torah is composed of distinct documents,
each written in its own style, whose contents are in conflict. This paper
will deal exclusively with the implications of this method ofstudying the
Torah, by which I mean the Five Books of Moses (the Humash).

This hypothesis led to a new method of studying the Bible, known as
"critical study of the Bible." This science, developed mainly by gentile
scholars, achieved impressive results. The critics persuasively described
the nature of the documents that, in their opinion, make up the Torah.
Holding that the authorship of these documents by one person, as natu
ral authorship is understood, is impossible, whether in Moses' genera
tion or in any other, they inferred that several authors, differing among
themselves in world outlook and literary sryIe, wrote the Torah.

Ai; we shall see below, when we look at the critical analysis of Gen
esis chapters I and 2, the author, called], is distinguished by a sensitive,
poetic soul. Another, dubbed P, was a man of law and order, of scien
tific mind-set, whose writing, exact and concise, lacks feeling and
poetic flourish. The critics also characterized the other primary writers
of the Torah, naming them E and D. These authors inhabit different spiri
tual worlds and different times and places. ] came first, living in Judah
at the height of the monarchy. Shortly afterward came E, who resided
in Ephraim. Subsequent to and close to in spirit to E came D, who lived
at the time of the prophet jeremiah. P, the final writer, who had the most
profound influence on the jewish religion, lived either during the
period preceding the destruction of the first temple or during the subse
quent exile. Hundreds of years separate the first and last authors of the
Bible. Yet these writers did not create their texts alone; they summa
rized and refined ancient traditions that reached them either through
oral transmission or as written documents.

The transformation and development that made these sources into
the Torah is often apparent between the lines. The editors exercised
exquisite craftsmanship on centuries of tradition. The final stage of the
Torah's composition is due to the redactor, R, who made an integrated
text of these documents, which until then were distinct literary creations.
When the redactor transcribed earlier documents without addition or

The sanctity of the basic measures of the Torah is the same, whether these
units were transmitted to Moses at Sinai or decrees ofa court of law, because
it is the nation's accepcance that is significant, and it is due to their commit~
ment that we fulfill in purity even matters that are only decrees of later gen~
erations, such as the decrees of R. Gershom. Likewise there should be no
difference in our wholehearted loyalty to the orallaw, whether it was com~
plered earlier or later. (Iggerot HaRe'iyah I 194)

subtraction, the strata are easily identified. When, howe\'er, he combmeJ
material from two or three documents, adJitions anJ Jeletlons \\:ere
necessary to avoid contradiction or repetition. Often the eJuor, patch
work does not disgUise the gap between the original Jowment, anJ the
redacrorls version.

The power of these inferences, based on solid argument anJ inter
nally consistent premises, will not be denied by intellectually honest
persons. One cannot deny the evidence before one's eyes. :\5 commit
ted believers, we cannot ignore what human reason points to with can.
fidence; we cannot pretend that falsehood is truth. Therefore we can
not regard God's Torah as the unified composition ofone human author
in one generation. Willy-nilly, the Torah contains several documents,
which, viewed as natural products ofhuman culture, must have been writ
ten by different people over the Course of many generations before their
final redaction. It is the implications for yirat shamayim of the study of
the Torah based on this method that we must investigate. But this
requires that we define what is meant by yirat shamayim.

The accepted meaning of yirat shamayim is fear of sin. One who fears
God is diligent in obeying His commandments, as meticulous in fulfilling
the "lighter as the more grave," tigorously adhering to all that the halakhic
literature determines as law. He wholeheartedly believes this law to be
God's word, that God is concerned with the "four cubits ofhala1<hah," that
defiance of God's will is inconceivable. This is what jews mean by yirat
shamayim. This definition engenders no conflict between the study ofBible
and yirat shamayim, provided that the person who accepts the tenets of
Bible Criticism truly fears God and scrupulously executes the obligations
ofJewish law, dreading sin and joyful in the performance of the mitZllot.
We might draw an analogy from Rav Kook's comments regarding the
debate over the date of the composition of the Mishnah:
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These commentS about the Oral Law might be applied to the written
Torah. We can imagine an individual who holds that it makes no differ
ence to our attitude toward the sanctity of the written Torah whether
Moses wrote the Torah or whether an editor at the time ofEzra compiled
the text. The essential point, in the view ofsuch an individual, is the com
mitment of the nation to accept as binding the words of the Torah in its
present fonn. What qbligates us is OUt tradition; our ancestors and sages
declare that God commands us to follow the teachings of the Sages even
when thete is no cleat source for this in the written Torah. And just as
the Jewish people have always fulfilled the Sages' teachings, the individual
we are considering is prepared to accept the demands of the Torah even
though, for him, its authority is based on the Sages' affinnation.

From the perspective of this individual, thete is no possible conflict
between critical study and yirat shamayim: at worst, he will continue to
observe the entire Torah faithfully based on the authority of the Sages.
The Torah's power to obligate us is undiminished; it derives from God,
who commanded us to abide by the Sages' decrees. This is enough to
provideyirat shamayim. Just as the God-fearer would never mock the law
of the Shu/han Amkh, the Jewish Code of Law, even when it encodes
later decrees, just as, for example, he eschews leavened bread that had
been owned by a Jew during the Passover as carefully as he avoids btead
on Passover itself, just as he joyfully celebrates the second festival day of
the Diaspora as he fulfilled the obligations on the previous day-so he
will treat with sanctity the Torah whose origin, in his opinion, derives
from a post-Mosaic redactor.

The previous discussion is not merely hypothetical. Quite a few schol
ars, and their students, identify with the findings ofbiblical scholarship,
yet faithfully and reverently observe the full scope ofhalakhah, meaning
that they adopt halakhic minutiae as determined by recognized rabbinic
authority, even as they harbor no doubt about the late authorship of the
Torah. This is because they see the acceptance by the Jewish people as
the essential factor and they are committed to obeying the word ofGod,
the halakhah, as transmitted by tradition.

If this position is true, then the contradiction implied by the title
is nonexistent. But I do not accept it. The problem is not that of faithful
observance, but rather of belief. And for this reason I cannot claim that
the difficulties regarding critical study ofBible can be removed in this way.

Belief is certainly no less important for Judaism than the nern'or~ oi laws
and commandments. The framework of faith specifically includes bdiei
in Torah min ha-shamayim, "the divinity of the Torah." At first glance it
seems that this belief is compromised, if not totally destroyed, by the
critical study ofBible. It is this contradiction between the scientific srudy
of Bible and the belief in a heavenly Torah that must be addressed. For
this purpose we must define the character of this belief. The observant
scholars we are discussing might try to solve the problem by giving the
divinity ofTorah a relatively flexible, liberal, rationalistic interpretation.
Divinity would then mean that the Torah derives from prophetic inspi
ration rather than human intellect. The author was not transcribing his
own thoughts but acting as a "man ofGod," who saw divine images and
heard God's speech. This Torah, we declare, is divine because a person
who experienced the divine inscribed the heavenly directives.

This view does not, indeed cannot, assert that Moses alone wrote the
Torah, as a human author composes a book. For even a prophet writing
under divine inspiration retains his personality and style. The style of
his prophecy manifests the depths of his soul; he hears God's word, but
absorbs according to the nature of his soul. Nothing is revealed to him
by God that his nature is incapable ofcomprehending. Moreover, when
a prophet fonnulates what he heard and saw in his prophetic experience,
he speaks in his own language, limited by his personality. Thetefote Hosea
could not have heard what was spoken to Isaiah, and Zephaniah would
not utter the words ofJeremiah; it is inconceivable that Ezekiel's proph
ecy would have been transmitted to Amos or that Micah would speak
Zephaniah's words. By this logic Moses could not have composed all the
documents included in the Torah since, as suggested above, their con
tent and style indicate different authors at different times. If Moses is
the author of the Torah, as we nonnally think of an author, it is all the
more difficult to believe that he would contradict himself so frequently,
as the documents appear to do. To view Moses himself as the editor of
the Torah borders on absurdity: having composed conflicting accounts,
he then, on this scheme, labored strenuously to disguise the discrepan-
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II

The Liberal Solution
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'See, for example, Rashbam's introduction to the Torah; Ibn Ezra's inrro~

ducrion to the Torah; Abravanel's introduction (Q the Prophetsj Or haHayyim's
introduction co the Torah inler alia.

2This principle can also be applied to historical assertions that conflict with
the text's plain meaning. Of the talmudic discussion (Rosh Hashanah 3b) that
assumes "Cyrus is Darius is Artaxerxes," Rabbi Zerahia Ba'al ha~Maor observes
that the biblical text plainly regards Cyrus, Darius, and Artaxerxes as three dif~

ferent people. This approach has also been applied [Q the talmudic passage
immediately following the statement "Moses wrote his book." The Talmud in
Bava BaLra goes on [Q say that "Joshua wrote his book," and Abravanel (in his
general introduction to early prophets) infers, from several verses inJoshua, that
Joshua could not have authored his book. Similarly the author ofShaaga, Aryeh
posits, in opposition to the implication of another parr of the talmudic state~

ment in Bava Barra, that Ezra the scribe did not write the book of Chronicles
himself but compiled documents of previous authors: he edited the book but
did not write it. (See my article "The Documentary Theory of theShaagarAryeh,"
Megadim 2 [Fall 5747 (1986)1: 9-22.) Using such reasoning, the scholars we

cies. Biblical scholarship has argued convincingly, according to the view
we are discussing, that no individual person, neither Moses nor any
other prophet, could have composed the Torah. Yet, according to that
approach, this in no way affects Jewish faith.

That is because the view we are discussing accepts Torah min ha
shamayim as a belief that the Torah was transmitted through prophecy,
not that Moses was the unique prophet who received the Torah from
heaven. If Moses is to be viewed as the "author" of the Torah, in the
conventional sense of the term, he should have written"And God spoke
to me saying," like other prophets who wrote their own prophecies. The
view we are now discussing would argue that only one passage in the
Oral Law explicitly asserts that "Moses wrote his book" (Bava Batra 14b),
and that it is nowhere stated that one who denies Moses' composition
of the T arah loses his share in the next world as is the case with one
who denies the divinity of the Torah (Sanhedrin 90a). Many of the great
est scholars in the medieval and early modern periods deviated, on
occasion, from a rabbinic dictum, when it flew in the face of the text's
simple meaning.' Using their example as precedent, one might take the
liberty ofdisregarding the view expressed in Bava Batra, insofar as a read
ing of the biblical text does not support the view that Moses wrote the
Torah in the manner of a conventional human composition. 2

are discussing might propose that Moses only wrote the parr of "his book" that
the Torah explicitly attributes to him (Deuteronomy 31:9). The rest of the
Torah, however, could derive from other men of God, living at other times.
These documents, redacted by a prophet who added and subtracted according
to God's will, form one book, one torah, in which there is not one letter belong~

ing to the human intellect, being wholly Torah min ha-sharnayim, from the first
word to the last.

'See Maimonides Hi/khat Yesodei ha-Torah 1:9.
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The position we ·are discussing concedes that rhe Torah comprises
several documents, written by different prophets in \'anous eras. The
documents are min ha-shamayim, because they are the wor.:!.; of the li\'
ing God. There is an infinite gap between God, the source of the Torah,
whose he~venly abode transcends space and time, and man, the reClpi
ent ofprophecy, created from earth, who lives within the contine.> ofspace
and time. The human intellect is limited; man cannot grasp or utter
contradictory ideas. God is not bound by this constraint. Hence the one
God reveals Himself in the world by exhibiting manifold traits and con
tradictory actions-like an old man seated at rest and a young man ar
war-with the attribute ofjustice and the attribute ofmercy.} The uniry
of God is disclosed through the encompassing of opposing aspects and
actions. The one God who embraces justice and mercy can communi
cate seemingly contradictoty prophecies, corresponding to these aspects
of divinity.

The prophecies given to individual prophets at different times thus
teveal paradoxical elements. One prophet, oriented to jusrice and whose
generation is particularly suited to hear the providential perspective of
justice, received and transcribed the prophecy of judgment. Another,
oriented to mercy and whose generation is particularly suited to hear of
a world guided by mercy, will receive and transcribe the prophecy char
actetized by kindness. The diversity of these two prophecies reflects dif
ferent authorship; yet both emanate from one source and from one shep
herd. The view we are examining treats the composition of the Torah
like the handing down of prophecy just desctibed. The editor of the Torah
had before him the vatious sources. But the Torah is not limited, as would
be the prophecy of the individual prophet, to the perspectives oflaw (din)
or mercy (rahamim); rather the Torah expresses the quality of harmony
(tifere'), combining law and mercy. By God's instruction, the editor
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inscribed the Torah, and this quality of tiferet governs the Torah as a
whole. We shall have mote to say about this further in this discussion.
Now, however, we are still occupied with the liberal approach.

Except for its significant omission of the specific role of Moses, an is
sue to which we will return, the ideas already outlined avoid any conflict
between the modern study of Bible and yirat shamayim. The scholars
identify the documents that comprise the Torah and tty to explain the
centuries ofdevelopment behind them, prior to the coming of the prophet
who consolidated the sources. The religious student, for his part, recog
nizes the hand ofGod in combining the various aspects ofHis revelation.

So far we have described the discoveries of Biblical Criticism, nOt the
beliefs ofbiblical criries. Our adoption of the discoveries ofbiblical schol
arship does not, by any means, imply assent to the beliefs of the schol
ars. We must know that an iron curtain separates, not faith and scholar
ship, but many men ofscholarship and men of faith. While the scholars
view the Torah as a grand literary creation, composed by human beings,
we believe that the Torah is from heaven. This is not a debate between
faith and science but rather a confrontation of faith and heresy. Science
can only investigate what reason apprehends. The human intellect can
not comprehend God and is therefore unable to certify prophecy. Schol
arly srudy of the Torah postulates the biblical text as the product of
human agency, and as the product of human activity the Torah must
reflect multiple sources. But this presupposition of the scientific approach,
which enables the human mind to proceed, is not subject to confirma
tion or refutation. Scholars cannot prove that the Torah is a human
product, because that is the assumption that underlies the entire enter
prise. At the same time it would be impossible to demonstrate that the
Torah is divine, based on the assumptions of scholarship, because that
belief contradicts the axioms with which the proof must be consistent;
in any event, it would be an attempt to demonstrate something beyond
the capacity of human reason. Whether the Torah is a human or divine
creation cannot be decided by scientific reason, which has no authOrity
over the domain that transcends reason. Where the intellect falls short
faith responds confidently. Faith knows with certainty "the foundation
of wisdom, to know that there is a first cause" (Rambam Hi/khol Yesodei
ha-Torah 1:1) and it is a basic religious truth that God reveals Himself
to man. An honest scholar acknowledges that this judgment is beyond
his competence as a man of science.

In fact, scholars frequently reiterate their conviction thar the Torah is
a merely human composition, in no way different from other literary cre
ations. But this claim already abandons the realm of science and enters
that of faith. With this pronouncement they become spokesmen ior a
"faith," and its content is heretical. We who believe wholeheartedly in the
divinity of the Torah must oppose them. But the debate about that which
lies beyond science cannot be judged from within science. Only a heav
enly voice acknowledged by all can resolve this conflict authoritatively.

Before addressing the role ofMoses, let us summarize our conclusions
so far. The position we are now describing is prepared to accept without
reservation the views of scholarship so long as the scholars have not
ventured beyond the limits of scientific method, which include the de
marcation of the various documents in the Torah, the development that
preceded them, and the editorial process that followed. Only when schol
ars deviate from the scientific framework and introduce heretical beliefs
about the Torah's human composition must we reject their assertions
and hold fast to Our tradition. This traditional belief suffuses Our per
sonallives. The Torah we study day and night is not a Torah propounded
by human authors, but a divine Torah received by prophets who inscribed
a vision revealed to them by God.

ill

The Traditional Alternative

Everything we have articulated up to this point is compatible with the
libetal definition of Torah min ha-shamayim, which ignores the specific
role of Moses in transmitting the Torah. In reality, however, this defini
tion ofTorah min ha-shamayim does not prevail in]ewish thought. From
antiqUity, our Sages have never considered equating the Five Books of
Moses with other prophecy. They regarded the equation, nOt as proper
faith, but as utter heresy. The status ofMoses is inherently different from
that of all other prophets. The latter saw God in a vision, through a glass
darkly; they heard His voice as a riddle that required clarification and
interpretation. When they subsequently transmitted God's message to
the people, when they wrote it down, they could not convey literally what
they had seen and heard. Instead each adopted his own style and lan-



4The two blessings before the Shema reinforce this association ofTorah and
creation. The first praises God as "creator of light and darkness," while the sec~

ond thanks Him for teaching us the Torah's commandments and laws. These
blessings parallel the twD halves Df Psalm 19, which first reCDunt GDd's glDry
and then extDI the TDrah. The same duality is found in the Sabbath prayers:

guage. Moses was different. The loyal servant in God's house, to whom
God spoke as one converses with a companion; he perceived God through
a clear glass, as it were, and heard His message expressed precisely. There
fore Moses wrote the words of the Torah as God spoke them, without
injecting his own. Thus the Torah ofMoses was literallymin ha-shamayim;
the Lawgiver summoned His prophet to the heavens themselves. "Like
an author dictating a book ro his scribe," God dictated the Torah ro His
prophet from beginning to end.

Just as the content and style of the Torah are independent of Moses'
persDnaliry, so toD they transcend his particular time. The book of]ere
miah, for example, could only have been written during or after rhe life
Df Jeremiah, since it includes his spoken words, which could not have
preceded him. Because the Torah, however, is not the words of a prophet
but those ofGod who transcends time, the sages could speak of the Torah
preexisting the world, "black fire upon white fire." By dating the Torah
before the creatiDn of time, the sages figuratively depicted the Torah's
immediate relationship to God Himself, He who is an all.consuming fire.
A thDusand generations before the world's creatiDn, when God and His
name were still Dne, and no prophet existed to share in its composition,
the TDrah already existed. Thus God's direct creation of the Torah is
like that of heaven and earth, on the first day of the world, when even
the angels did not exist.

This midrash alludes to a specific analogy between the process ofcre
atiDn and the Drder Df writing. CreatiDn proceeds from the absolute free
will Df the divine, nDt subject to the law of natural development of the
cosmDS. The same applies to God's writing of the Torah, which derives
from GDd's free will, not subject to the rules of literary development. GDd
spDke, "And it was so" defines both creation of the world and creatiDn
of the Torah. The sages taught that the Torah preexists the world, like
the architect's blueprint that precedes the building. The Torah is the
blueprint because' it incorporates the divine attributes employed in rhe
creation as well. ~

the evening prayer celehares the Sabbath ofcreation; the morning prayer refers
to the Sabbath of the Torah.giving. The blessing after Shema, Psalm 19, and
the afternoon Sabbath prayer culminate with the world's redemption. The pur
pose of the creation and the subject of the entire Torah is nothing less than
God's redemption ofhisrory.
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This definition of belief in the unique divinity Dt Tor"" ~lo;hch is the
only one recognized by the Jewish people, adopted by all sages. Whu
ever views the Torah as an ordinary prophetic work derues 1(; Unl'lue
status. In the previous sectiDn we examined the pOSSlbll,,) ul Lntcrpret
ing the meaning DfTorah min ha-shamayim liberally, insutar a; thi; 0puun
is attractive to some scholars. It is impossible, however, tu maintain thIS
possibility as an account Df the way this doctrine was understoud through
Dut the generations DfJewish belief. TraditiDnal belief means G,ld's re,'
elatiDn of the TDrah through Moses. Only Moses, the WDrthy scribe tu

whDm GDd committed the task of writing every sectiDn, verse, and letter
of the Torah from His very "lips." Other prophets did nDt attain this level:
"No prophet arose in Israel like Moses, whom God recognized face to

face" (Deutetonomy 34: 11).
Let us revert to the statement in Bava Baera about the authors of the

biblical books. As we saw, the Talmud ascribes the Torah and the bODk
of]oshua to Moses and Joshua respectively. As we also saw, there were
Rishonim, like Abravanel, who held that Joshua did not author his book.
Analogous arguments ofat least equal strength could have been deployed
against MDsaic authDrship, and although the commentators were duly
awate of them, no one would have dared to propose such a conclusion.
The reaSDn fDr this difference is clear from the previous discussiDn.
Whether the bODk Df JDshua was written by Joshua or, as Abravanel
thDught, by Samuel, does not affect principles of faith; it is merely an
historical query about prophetic authorship. Since Abravanel held that
the simple meaning Df the biblical text conclusively shows that Joshua
was not written by the man JDshua, he did not adopt the rabbinic view.
The role ofMoses in writing the Torah, by contrast, engages fundamen
tal issues of faith; Torah min ha-shamayim depends on Moses writing it.
Had Abravanel concluded that Moses did not write the Torah he would
ipso facto have dissented from the doctrine that the Torah is from heaven.
Such a heretical notion could never have entered his mind.
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Abravanel's distinction between the Torah and the book of Joshua is
not a random imposition of dogma, bu t goes together with our entire
conception of the Torah. Why shouldn't the arguments for post-Joshua
authorship apply to the Torah as well? Many verses in the Torah
are indeed incompatible with Moses' particular historical and personal
situatedness. Hence Moses, viewed as a flesh and blood author, could not
have written such a Torah. But this point is totally unremarkable: our
Sages did not teach that Moses wrote the Torah in the same way that
other prophets wrote their books. Since Moses inscribed the words of
God, no conventional argument about authorship can undermine his
role. God is beyond space and time, His wriring is not subject to narural
limitation; hence conventional scientific debate cannor determine the
nature of the Aurhorship.

IV

The Point of Divergence

Let us review the salient positions of Biblical Criticism, as applied to the
Torah. First, there is the thesis that the Torah contains discrete docu
ments integrated by an editor whose work is evident throughout the
Torah. We too must acknowledge these arguments because we too assert
that God's Torah, in its plain sense, speaks "the language of human be
ings." When read by the rules rhat govern human speech, the Torah is
consonant with the scholarly evaluation of the text.

In addition, the scholars assert that the Torah is a human composi
tion, similar to other literary works. This view, as we have noted, pre
supposes itself. A human author is limited by his specific time and place,
unable to grasp the conflicting aspects in one idea, unable to employ
strategies of authorial multipliciry, unable to dispense with generations
of development. If the Torah is a human document, the conclusion is
inescapable that it was composed piecemeal in the manner that the crit
ics imagine. Thus, the religious believer can reject the assumption about
the source of the text without denying the literary analysis the scholars
have proposed.

This is the position that we have staked out. God, who is beyond the
limitations of time and space, prepared the Torah, declaring in one

utterance what man can comprehend only as a combinatiun ut Jitiering
sources. Before the world was created, God redacted one Jocument
characterized by justice and one characterized by mercy, and 5;TIthai=ed
them with the quality of harmony. After a thousand generatluo.; thIS

Torah, "black fire on white fire," descended to earth. Moses. the taIth
ful shepherd, was summoned to the upper realm, and brought it d0"'TI
to the terrestrial sphere.

Earlier we mentioned the relationship between the creation ut the
world and the Torah. This parallel is also relevant to the relatiunship
between faith and science. Faith informs us that the world came into
being in six days; science claims convincingly that the world was slowly
formed over millions of years. Yet here it is commonly recognized that
the conflict is imaginary. The scientific evidence assumes that the world
coalesced spontaneously. But this very supposition, if it is not self
evident, is unprovable. For this reason men of faith can set this assump
tion aside and declare that God's free act created the world and that this
untrammeled freedom is perfectly consistent with His creation of the
world in six days through divine utterance. It is because of a division of
domains of this sort that intelligent people today are rarely troubled by
conflict between faith and the natural sciences.

Inexplicably, the truce between faith and science has not penetrated
the discipline of biblical scholarship. Instead the emphasis is put on the
contradiction between faith and science. Unable to withstand the con
tradiction, most men of faith consciously avoid biblical scholarship in
order to safeguard their traditional belief. Few faithful Jews are prepared
to risk their souls in order to resolve the tension. The truth is, however,
that this conflict is illusory, the product of unsophisticated thinking. It
arises because both men of faith and scientists have strayed from their
disciplines and entered foreign areas. The scholars believe they have
indisputably proven that Moses did not write the Torah, oblivious to the
fact that this entire argument depends on their heretical assumptions.
The believers, on the other hand, wearing the mantle of the "scientist,"
attack the scientific arguments of their interlocutors, instead of oppos
ing their heretical presuppositions.

How did this siruation come about? Why do so many believing Jews
see a conflict in the area of Bible study? Possibly the historical context
of the discussion is responsible, as much of early Biblical Criticism was
nuttured in an ambience of antipathy to Judaism. But it seems that a
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more significant reason for rhis situation is confusion about the mean
ing ofTorah min ha-shamayim.1t is likely that many believing]ews have
difficulty with Torah min ha-shamayim in its traditional connoration.
Consciously or unconsciously they equate Torah min ha-shamayim with
the divine origin of the other prophetic works, written by the prophet
himself, in his own language, based on his transcendental experience.
They naively think that their belief in the divinity of the Torah is intact
and that the Mishnah's stricrure against one who denies the Torah's
divine origin does nor refer to them. They also know well that the Sages
throughout histoty wholeheartedly affirmed that Moses wrote the entire
Torah, and that this belief is so fundamental to Judaism that one who
rejects it undermines the entire Torah. Yet they fail to recognize that
the traditional position regarding Mosaic composition of the Torah is a
corollary of the primary belief that God created the Torah. As a result of
chis misstep, they are content to treat the Torah as Moses' composition,
like other prophetic books. But we have claimed that the scholars are
right: Moses, as a human individual, could not have composed the Torah,
and this is precisely what the unique status of Moses is all about. Unfor
tunately, these believers hold tightly to Jewish faith as they understand
it, combining belief in Mosaic authorship with a failure to recognize the
unique role ofMoses. Consequently, they must wage war against science,
attempting to refute scientifically all that scholars and scholarship have
proven. The battle is lost from the start. The naive believer is at a dis
tinct disadvantage because the fight is neither between faith and heresy
nor between faith and science, but rather between faith and ignorance,
speaking in the name of a mistaken conception of faith. Science gets the
better of ignorance, undermining their imagined faith.

Even among people who do not tend to obliterate the distinction
between Torah and the Prophets, anorher factor is at work. They reject
the position proposed in this chapter because they view it as impossible
that the one God who created the Torah could possibly produce appar
ently inconsistent documents. In effect they are applying what is true of
secular literature to the holy. A secular author who contradicts himself
testifies to thoughtlessness and a lack of intellectual and spiritual integ
rity. The Torah, they argue, must be unified and uniform without con
tradictions and internal "flaws," like God Himself.

This position is correct in its definition ofTorah min ha-shamayim but
seriously mistaken about the content of Torah min Illl-shamayim. It dis
plays a kinship with the pagan attitude that moves from an awareness of

the manifold nature of Divine actions to the assertion of d,Vine mulu
plicity. God declared at Mount Sinai: "I am the Lord ~'our God.
I-in Egypt, I-at the Sea, I-at Sinai, I am past and I am furure. I am for
this world and I am for the next." For Jewish faith God's unlry in the
world is made manifest when He reveals His many aspects in whal ap
pear to be conflicting actions. This conception ofGod underlies the uniry
of the Torah. It is the pagan mentality that infers from contradicwry
aspects of God's activity, reflected in the multiple literaty aspects of the
Torah, the existence of multiple deities, and, correspondingly, multiple
authors of the Torah. This wrongheaded approach leads one to think
that conflicting documents in the Torah are irreconcilable with a uni
fied Torah from God. Hence the strained denial that the discrepancies
exist, and the compulsion to adduce scientific refutations of dubious
cogency. Hence the attempt to persuade themselves and us that all bib
lical scholars, including the great minds among them, are deluded and
deluding, motivated by wickedness, folly, or hatred ofJews.

The principle emerging from all of this is that there is no real tension
between faith and science so long as the conception of faith is free of
distortion. One who adopts the inferior (liberal) concept of Torah min
ha-shamayim as no different from the orher prophetic books is in danger
of concluding that the Torah was not written by Moses at all. He is dis
tinguished from the au tright heretic only by his belief in the divinity of
the Torah, as he understands it. The heretical scholars deem the Torah's
writers and editors mere mortals, while the believer who adopts the lib
eral concept of Torah min ha-shamayim maintains that the Torah, like
other prophetic works, was written and edited by men of God based on
revelation.

In contrast to this, the superior (traditional) concept ofTorah min ha
shamayim implies necessarily that only Moses could be its author. He
accepts the results of the critical method, insofar as God's Torah was
written in the language of human beings. The scholarly arguments, which
rely on linguistic principles of human communication, are significant for
him too, and require neither refutation nor opposition. But he rejects
every word ofwhat the scholars maintain with respect to the writing and
editing of the Torah, because he is committed to God's authorship, and
regards as heresy the view that the Torah is man-made.

Let us contrast the three views we have discussed. The secular schol
arly position views the Torah as a collection of documents, written by
], E, P, and D, edited by R. The liberal religious view accepts this hypo-
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thesis, but ascribes the documents to authentic prophets of God. The
traditional belief, which we advocate, holds that the Torah is directly
authored by God. Since we acknowledge the phenomena uncovered by
the scholars, this means that God provided J, E, P, D, and R the edito
rial layers. Our beliefdiffers inherently from the first two, because those
approaches see the Torah as the work ofman. If, however, we consider,
not the question of authorship but the nature ofTorah study, the essen
tial distinction is between the first view and the latter two. According
to the first perspective the Torah presents a merely human understand
ing; according to both of the "religious" views the Torah manifests the
supreme divine intellect. The scholar who adopts the first position studies
Torah with the measure ofdetachment appropriate to other literary study.
The believer, by contrast, learns Torah with holy trepidation and rever
ence, in the awareness that he is studying the word of God. This rever
ence is possible even if one believes that the Torah was formulated by
prophets who heard God's word rather than by God Himself; either way
it is the divine word. In fact, Jews cultivate this sense of awe toward all
the biblical books: no one would think of distinguishing between the
Torah, on the one hand, and the book ofisaiah for example, on the.other
hand. The Jew studies both with the same degree of assiduity, respect,
and digniry due to the word of God.

v

Example: Genesis. Chapters 1 and 2

We have alluded to the many contradictions between passages in the
Torah. For earlier generations these contradictions attracted exegetical
attention, as each exegete strove to resolve the difficulties. The Docu
mentary Hypothesis altered the situation. The contradictions now serve
as markers for the various documents: questions of exegetical conflict
now become questions ,!bout the accounts of different authors. The
scholar aims to diagnose the personal and historical factors responsible
for the conflicting versions of the documents.

Let us rake one example: the well- known discrepancy between the
first rwo chapters of the Torah. According to rhe scholarly consensus, P
wrote the first chapter. P looked at the world like a natural scientist.

Therefore the order of creation follows the natural development of spe
cies: vegetation and animate beings precede man. The fundamental
purpose of nature, in this account, is to preserve the created species.
Hence one would not imagine man being created alone. God created
him male and female; for only thus is his existence perpetuared. No doubt,
the scholar concludes, this account bespeaks a late date, for it presup
poses a highly developed consciousness of natural law.

The second chapter expresses a totally different perspective. J, its
author, is a sensitive poetic soul who saw the world through the eyes of
a poet. His world cannor be portrayed as alienated, governed by the
mechanical forces of nature; its only goal, survival. Self-preservation in
the biological sense is nor enough; a spiritual end must be imported, a
meaning beyond brure existence, one that radiates nobility, beauty, and
love. Only man endows the world with meaning and only through him
can a purpose be conceived. For this reason God formed him first. Veg
etation and animal life are recounted afterwards: their significance is tied
to their human meaning. Man, in this account, had to precede woman.
Only thus could man experience the pain ofbeing alone. When woman
is subsequently created he rejoices over her like a groom over a bride.
With the gifts of joy and love, the creation process is complete. This
description, the critic might claim, befits the nation's early srages: a world
full ofsong and imagination, consciousness of the mechanical nature still
undeveloped.

The critic links the portrayals in the twO documents to the distinct
personal and historical backgrounds of their authors. The editor's
achievement was to accept both portrayals and combine them into one
book, thus embracing the truth that borh express. Indeed the Torah
articulates complementary aspects of the created world. In the wild for
ests, for example, vegetation sprouts without man's help; in settled
regions grass grows only after man tills the earth. From one perspective
God created male and female together to perpetuate the species. From
another, He created the two sexes separately so that woman's creation
would mark the entry ofhappiness, joy, and love into a lonely world. The
critic does nor believe that these respective interpretations were intended
by the authors of the two documents. Each document presents the mono
chromatic outlook of its author. Only the editor, by distilling the partial
truth in each version, uncovered the broad perspective which permit
ted him to embrace several true texts within one Torah. When tradi-
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tional rabbinic commentaries reconcile the conflicting views, they are
explaining the peshal of the redactor's final product.

When we, who believe in the divinity of the Torah, adopt the critical
division ofsources, we do not assign the contradictoty portrayals of cre
ation in the Torah to different human authors and redactors. Instead,
we refer the distinctions to the different qualities of God. In chapter 1,
God is identified with the quality of justice implied in the name
Elohim, and creates a world governed by law. In chapter 2, the quality of
mercy, associated with the Tetragrammaton, engenders a world ofmercy.
The internal differences between these worlds include discrepancies in
the order of creation (vegetation, living things, and man), and in the
way man and woman were created. The believer knows that God con
tains all variation within Himself as surely as His rainbow contains the
spectrum of colors. He encompasses justice and mercy; He can there
fore juxtapose conflicting accounts reflecting these conflicting qualities.
The critics claim that J preceded P chronologically, in line with their pre
suppositions. We would say instead that, within human culture, the spiri
tual conception of the world precedes perception in lerms of natural
order. The Crearor, who is beyond time and space, nor subjecr to the
laws of historical development, presents these two conflicting perspec
tives simultaneously.

God formed the world neither according to pure justice or pure mercy,
but rather justice tempered by mercy and mercy limited by justice. The
two qualities were not expressed in their pure form, but were synthesized.
This offers a parrial expression of the qualities of justice and mercy, but a
complete realization ofa creation manifesting both of these qualities. Man,
who is unable to comprehend polar opposites, perceives contradiction. The
divine narrative, however, integrates both versions and their philosophi
cal perspectives. This integration takes place by means of the "redaction,"
which reflects the attribute of liferel, "harmony." Neither source is to be
read literally, as presenting one-dimensional aspects of justice or mercy.
They should be understood, rather, in the light of the received rext where
the Almighty interwove rhese two aspects.

Unlike the secular scholar, for whom each document represents no
more than the subjective perspective of a human author, the religious
individual knows that each document expresses a partial truth, a divine
truth, an articulation of His holy attributes. Each creation story, taken
in itself, reveals how a world created exclusively according to one of these
characteristics would have appeared. The textual components of the

Torah, like the Torah as a whole, are true. Israel was commanded to love
truth and peace (i.e., the reconciliation ofopposites) which derive from
the God ofIsrael whose seal is truth and whose name is peal:". Thus the
study of Bible by the religious individual fortifies the bond between the
Holy One, Israel, and rhe Holy Torah.

VI

Torah Lishmah and Intellectual Integrity

We have seen that the believer and the scientist differ most, not in their
recognition of phenomena, but in their evaluation of the phenomena.
This is eminently true of their respective attitudes toward the srudy of
Torah. The scientist relates to the Torah as he does to all literary works.
Having examined its content, and applied to it the critical method, he
will accept it or rejecr it. The Torah, for him, does not speak in the name
of a higher authority, compelling his submission. This is especially the
case when it comes to the Torah's legal portions. The scholar will find
some laws pleasing and progressive, others unseemly and inane. This
attitude implies a lack of reverence even for mitzvot he chooses to fulfill.
He adopts these laws not because of the Torah's normative demands but
as the outcome of subjective attraction. Hence he never fulfills God's
will but his own.

The believer, by contrast, does not subject the laws to his critical re
view: he declares, from the outset, naaseh ve-nishma, "we will follow and
then understand"-whether he finds them attractive or not. He does
not merely study Torah but learns from it. When he opens the Torah he
enters the house of God, he btings himself before God for guidance.

Acceptance of the Torah's supreme authority does not, to be sure,
relieve the believer from religious struggle. No individual can deny the
truth in his heart, and God does not expect His children to suppress their
inner sense ofethics and justice in the face ofwhat is written in the Torah.
Therefore the religious individual is allowed, and in fact is obligated, to

wage the Torah's battle wilhin the world of Torah itself. You ought not
encourage falsity in your hearr by negating your own truth as falsehood.
God chastised Job's friends for their false justification of God. The tor
mented struggle between the heart's truth and what is written in the
Torah is often a most difficult one. Yet the believer will never consider
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the secular student's judgment that some laws are acceptable and oth
ers are not. When he finds himself unreceptive to the Torah's truth he
will put its words "on his heare," faithfully awaiting the hour when his
closed heart will open and embrace the Torah's words. There is no way
to know when this miraculous event will occur. Yet one may assume from
the outset that it will never be demanded of him to abandon the truth
of the heare. Eventually it will become clear that there never was a real
contradiction between that truth and the Torah's. it was only his insuf
ficient readiness for the Torah's truth that engendered the apparent
conflict. His cereainty in the triumph of truth supports him during the

struggle of the conflict.

VII

The "Intention" of the Author

Our theological conception of Torah min ha-,hamayim, distinguishing
between the Torah given to Moses and the words of the prophet sent by
God, has practical halakhic ramifications: no man or prophet has the
authoricy to abrogate anything God has written in his Torah. Moreover
this conception of Torah min ha-,hamayim affects the study and inter
pretation of the Torah. This point requires an elaboration of our posi
tion on literacy inrerpretation in general.

it used to be taken for granted that literary criticism meant under
standing the author's intention. To ignore the author's meaning was to
impose the critic's own meaning on the text. According to this approach
the ideal commentator is the author himself. But the author is often an
unreliable guide to his own work: the intentions informing the work may
have been forgotten or unconscious, their imprint apparent though he
fails to recognize it. Thus the critic, who can read between the lines and
determine the author's conscious and subconscious intentions, becomes
the superior aurhoricy. The critic can locate internal contradictions that
the author missed, since these are due to conflicting attitudes the
author has not acknowledged. Nowadays literacy criticism is not preoc
cupied with the author's intention. Once the literary work has left his
hands it occupies its own place, defining a world of its own. it is our
possession to interpret as we understand it.

Taken without qualification, this approach would make literary study
an exercise in anarchy, without rules or standards. One could comment
as freely as he pleases, so long as the interpretation mainrained some
connection to the text. It would be impossible to discriminate bemcen
correct and incorrect interpretations; the only criterion would be plau
sibilicy to the reader. Any Iitetacy work could thus be approached \\"h
all the interpretive methods used to analyze the Totah: pe.sha<, wJ.Sh.
remez and ,ad, atbash and gematriya. This is illegitimate. I would malIl
tain that a literary critic's primary responsibility is to the author's con
scious or unconscious intention, explicit or implicit in the work. The CntK
has evecy right to broach various ideas that emerge from the text, whether
directly or indirectly. He may assere that these are implications of tbe
work, although the author never intended them, and that the author's
failure to say what the critic is saying is due to the limitations of his time
and environment. Such an interpretation would arefully and effectively
explicate the literacy work without claiming to provide an accurate
account of the writer's intention.

Wbat I bave proposed regarding a secular literary work surely applies
to sacred scripture as well. The student of Bible must first understand
what the writer intended to convey. The obligation to study Torab
requires more tban this. It includes the text's implications for future gen
erations, especially its relevance for the reader's situation. Although the
writer did not intend this specific meaning of the text it exists nonethe
less. The Torah is "deeper than the sea," its possible ramifications are
unlimited, and those who search will always uncover new features.
Evecy idea found in the Torah engenders otbers, whether directly or in
directly. The full range of interpretations, derivations, and derivations
of derivations pereaining to the Torah is pregnant with truth.

But this general ptinciple regarding autborial intention does nOt ap
ply to the Torah in the same manner that it pereains to other biblical
books. The student of the prophets (and the same would go for the Torah
acccording to the liberal understanding of Torah min ha-shamayim that
we reject) can readily distinguish between the author's intention and the
implicit intentions of the text. The prophet is rooted in a specific time
and place. Hence his interpretation of his own ptophecy is affected by
his context and capabilities. Later readers may adduce new ideas from
his prophecy, which were hidden from the prophet because their time
had not yet come. This cannot be the case with tespect to the Torah.
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The Author's intention is not limited by the time of the writing since
the Authot-God-transcends time and His writing preceded creation.
Nonetheless, we may suggest that when God transmitted the Torah, He
directed it to a specific generation, that of the Exodus and the desert,
that would receive it, and to later generations that would srudy the text.

This last point is pertinent to the scientific study of the Bible. When
the biblical critics match a particulat passage to the time period that suits
its sryle of writing and content they have identified the generation that
the passage addresses at the primary literary and historical level. Gen
esis, chapter 1, for example, may directly addtess those whose under
standing of the world is suited to that version; that group would consti
rute the primary audience. There is, of course, a secondary audience, to
whom the Torah is also transmitted. Although, when speaking of God
as the Author, a distinction between the writer's intention and that which
is written is inconceivable, one must distinguish between two different
authorial intentions, one to the primary audience and one to other read
ers, the secondary audience.

The first level of intention in the Torah corresponds to the author's
intention in the other books. This includes what is normally understood
by the primary recipient generation. The second level of intention in the
Torah parallels the implicit levels of the text in other prophetic works.
What comprises the deeper meaning of other biblical texts is part of the
Author's intended meaning in the divine Torah. Both levels become
available to later students, though the primary audience may penetrate
only the first level.

Thus the significant distinctions between the various definitions of
Torah min ha-shamayim, which are central to our theological judgment
about the compatibiliry of source division and Jewish piery, bear impli
cations for the practice of Torah srudy as well. If one believes that the
Torah was written by man, albeit with prophetic inspiration, his sense
of the relationship between his understanding and the author's inten·
rion must be tenuous. The matter is entirely different for one who believes
he studies God's Torah. This individual will attempt to seek undiscov
ered nuances in the Torah's meaning rhat will excite his heart and sati
ate his soul. Yet he will be confident rhar these novel interpretations are
included in the Torah's design. He will bless God who has taught him
Torah, who commanded him to immerse himself in the srudy ofTorah,
and who has made His words pleasant, generously endowing him with
wisdom to understand the content of His creation.

8
Response to Rabbi Breuer

Shnayer Z. Leiman

1. Orthodoxy owes a genuine debt ofgratitude to Rabbi Bteuer for agree
ing to address a very sensitive issue, namely the documentary hypoth.
esis. He walks bravely where angels fear to tread. It is particularly refresh.
ing to see an Orthodox rabbi who recognizes that the documentary
hypothesis is alive and well, not dead and buried. Some well-meaning
Orthodox defenders of the faith delight in repeating the canard that
through the heroic efforts ofRabbis David Hoffmann and Hayyim Heller,
the death knell was sounded for the documentary hypothesis decades
ago-and it need no longer be taken seriously. Nothing could be fur.
ther from the truth. The fact is that the critical study of the Bible, largely
but hardly exclusively a Protestant enterprise, has long since pene.
trated the academic world. Wherever Bible is taught critically, that is,
at Harvard, Yale, Oxford, and the Hebrew Universiry, it is accompanied
by the documentary hypothesis even as the twentieth century draws to
its close. The first step toward the SOlution of a problem is the recogni
tion that the problem exists. Those who cavalierly deny that the prob
lem exists unwittingly enable others to fall prey to the very problem they
wish to negate.

2. At the outset, it seems to me that the topic assigned to Rabbi Breuer,
"The Study of the Bible and the Primacy of the Fear of Heaven:
Compatibility or Contradiction?" needs to be carefully citcumscribed.
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